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Abstract:
An accurate correction of massive ground- based catalogs may be an interesting but difficult task. The use of
DR2 for a re-reduction of data is not always possible. We would like to compatibilize the correction with the
study of properties that are missed in DR2. Two advantages are sufficient to justify these studies. On the one
hand, it is usual to suppose that in the correction process, the signal and the noise are accurately detected, but this
is not necessary true if the statement "with respect to me adjustment model and a precision order" is not added to
the assertion. The improvement of two ground-based catalogs and their comparison may explain a common part
in the residuals depending on certain physical properties. On the other hand, we can wonder about some
questions: the observation from the Earth involves some intrinsic errors but is it possible to align them to the
ICRF while conserving the above-mentioned intrinsically terrestrial properties? That said, this is an impossible
task, but we can lower the expectations seeking for quantitative improvements that eliminate bias and determine
qualitative properties of the residual vector field on the celestial sphere with radius r considering magnitudes and
spectral types. This arrangement is applied arrangement to assign a proper motion vector field in the same
domain of work.

In Marco et al (2019) one can see an exhaustive set of coefficients of
developments for each set Ω. There it can be observed that the values of the
obtained parameters and their evolution (in the distance) depend on both
magnitudes and spectral types, so that the corrections must be more specific
than what is usually considered. This step, in itself, was qualitatively and
quantitatively finer and more precise than other more usual procedures.

1. INITIAL STEPS: Choice of a set of stars common to the Hipparcos and
the massive catalog 2MASS. Denote this set as Ω0 . Now, we consider
different properties such as the spectral type (splitting the data into a KM
set and a no-KM set), H-magnitudes (splitting the data into
m4=[5.750,7.153),
m5=[7.153,8.556),
m6=[8.556,9.959)
and
m7=[9.959,11.363)) and also the distances assigning the data to sets,
following Astraatmadja and Bailer-Jones (2016) in DR1. We can built
different subsets of stars as, for instance, Ω𝐾𝑀,𝑚4 for KM stars with m4
magnitude; or Ω𝑚5 |𝑟=200 , containing m5 stars in the slice [100pc,300pc],
for example. The intervals for r [25pc,200pc], [100pc,300pc],
[200pc,400pc], named after their "center" r=100, 200, 300,..pc. We will
denote as Ω any data work set.
STEP 2.OBTENTION OF THE VECTOR FIELDS: From each set of
data points Ω, we supose a relation 𝑌𝑖 = 𝑚 𝑋𝑖 where 𝑋𝑖 ∈ Ω is a random
vector and we assume that:
𝑚 𝑋𝑖 ≈ 𝑚 𝑥 + 𝐷1 𝑚 𝑥 𝑋𝑖 − 𝑥
with x near some 𝑋𝑖 . We obtain the estimator for the vector field and the
estimators for the first derivatives of the vector field: 𝑚
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STEP 3: Using vector fields to obtain quantitative data: Suppose that
the vector of the residuals is developed in vector spherical harmonics
depending on r,α,δ by means of:
𝑿 𝑟, 𝛼, 𝛿 = σ𝒏, 𝒎 ≤𝒏 𝑟𝑚𝑛 𝑹𝑛𝑚 + 𝑠𝑚𝑛 𝑺𝑛𝑚 + 𝑡𝑚𝑛 𝑻𝑛𝑚

(3)

STEP 4: Using vector fields to obtain qualitative data: Before applying
any correction (which is in J2000), we study stars where (or very close
where) the residual field is singular and, in addition, the rotational
component of the field is irrelevant. These points have the particularity of
being maximum or minimum of the function of magnitude VT of Tycho,
used in the reduction of the 2MASS.
Note that from Helmholtz decomposition, a vector field is split into two
components (rotational and irrotational) by means of
,
where X is an spherical vector field. Taking divergence operator, we deduce
the relation 𝑑𝑖𝑣 𝑋 = Δ𝜙 and assuming 𝜙 𝛼, 𝛿 = σ𝑛,𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑚 𝑌𝑛𝑚 𝛼, 𝛿 ,
from the application of properties of the Laplace-Beltrami operator we
deduce:
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We show here only two examples of singular points of the vector field near
singular points of the potential (see Figures 1 and 2). For more examples,
see the above mentioned paper.
STEP 5: INDUCED PROPER MOTIONS FROM CORRECTED
COMMON STARS TO HIPPARCOS2 AND 2MASS: At this stage we
compare a selection of these stars, corrected after step 3 and contained in
the table, with their positions in DR1 and we deduce the induced proper
motion. Finally we compare the previous proper motions with those given
by DR1 and by PMA (in J2015.0), in order to indirectly check the quality of
the positions adjusted in J2000 (since, obviously, those of DR1 are in J2015
.0 and does not provide those of J2000.0 more than via its proper motions).
The results are promising, but we must continue to deepen the method and
explaining some phenomena related to vector fields, the potentials of its
irrotational component and surfaces of VT magnitude from Tycho. See table
for examples of proper motion.
Figure 2. Slice 25-200. Area I, KM-m4, Sources
(4.9,-0.8). On the left, the potential vector field.
On the right, the corresponding VT surface.

where
Using inner product <,> in the Hilbert Space of the spherical S2-vector, the
coefficient for the normalized basis vector 𝜙𝑘 , are 𝛼𝑘 = 𝑚,
ෝ 𝜙𝑘 .
Figure 1. Slice 25-200. Area III, KM-m5, Shrink
(1.6,1); On the left, the potential vector field. On
the right, the corresponding VT surface.

Table: Comparison between the proper motions from DR1, PMA and our obtained results for some stars in the neighborhood of some
singular points of their vector field. Hip stands for the number of the star in the Hipparcos catalogue, DR1 for the DR1 identifier. Subindex
(1) means DR1 and (2) means PMA. The proper motions are given in mas, being the last two colums 𝜇𝛼∗ , 𝜇𝛿 our obtained results.

CONCLUSSIONS: Returning to the text of the Abstract, after the
correction process, we obtain the possibility of exploring the
aforementioned "second advantage". On the other hand, regarding the "first
advantage“: both "ground based" catalogs will be improved using
Hipparcos2 so that by comparing two improved catalogs with each other,
we can launch the hypothesis that the Hipparcos effect has only affected the
improvement and not the residual component related to the "Earthobserved" character of both catalogs that may remain. Extension to Tycho-2
stars must be performed preserving the Hipparcos-2 corrections.
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